PRESS RELEASE
ORLANDO FAMILY PHYSICIANS CELEBRATES THE OPENING OF THEIR THIRD MEDICAL
CENTER IN WEST ORLANDO
Continuing their growth strategy, Orlando Family Physicians welcomes their third medical office in the West
Colonial area, and number 19 for the emerging group.

Orlando Florida, June 27, 2019. As part of their expansion and their mission to provide the best quality
service closer to our communities, Orlando Family Physicians, OFP, hosted on June 27, 2019 the official
opening ceremony of their newest office in West Orlando, with the exclusive participation of Brenda
March, Children and Education Manager at City of Orlando and representatives from various health
plans.
Orlando Family Physicians has served patients in the West Orlando area since the year 2000, when they
opened their first location in the West Colonial area.
Orlando Family Physicians is the only medical group in Central Florida that has been awarded 5-Stars
for their excellence in Quality Care and the practice of preventive medicine. The group has also been
recognized by federal agencies for their excellent coordination of medical services under one roof.
OFP provides services designed to cover the medical needs of their patients without having to visit
multiple places to complete their treatment.
“We are committed to make our practices comfortable and accessible to you and your family. We want
you to rest assured that when you choose Orlando Family Physicians as your medical group, you will be
treated respectfully by a team of experienced professionals, who are highly qualified and guarantee the
information and resources you need to help you make the best decisions about your health and the care
of your family” said Jorge Luis Garcia, President and CEO of Orlando Family Physicians.
The medical group is currently in 5 counties and guarantees exclusive services to their patients in the
Golden Age:
30 minutes or less wait time
Appointments available in 24 hours or less
Besides those guarantees, OFP offers added services such as in-house labs, free breakfast, free unlimited
transportation, in-house Cardiology, Nephrology and Gynecology specialists and many more benefits to
promote the wellbeing of their patients
With this new opening, Orlando Family Physicians achieves one more success consolidating them as the
best choice in your area.

